Mutual
Education

Living Nonviolent Communication
in learning communities

Marianne Gothlin
Swedish teacher and certificate trainer in NVC. Since
1990 she has been working in the educational field with
children and teenagers, teachers, parents and leadership teams using the NVC process to promote democracy and empathy based relationships in schools.
Cristina Buongiorno
Expert in Nonviolent Communication, she started her
training in 2007 in Italy and abroad. She deals with
training and conflict mediation. She passionately
teaches NVC because she is convinced that by changing the way we communicate and relate to others we
can determine a change in the world: so that the values
of reciprocity, respect and peace could be really shared
by human beings.
Meri Ciuti
Social and school mediator, she graduated in Science
for Peace; trainer in projects about conflict management
through NVC and about education to peace designed
for students, teachers and parents. Since 2005 she has
been practicing NVC in her life, bringing this approach in
several fields and working as a facilitator in self guided
practice groups. She has been following Marianne since
2008.

Info and reservation:
Meri Ciuti
340 6690221 - mericiuti@gmail.com
Cristina Buongiorno
3289719479 - fuochisacri@libero.it

FIRST SEMINAR

April 25 - 29 2018

Convento di Celleno - Viterbo - Italy
SECOND SEMINAR

July 22- 29 2018

One week of training and vacation hosted
by the Convento dei Padri Passionisti,
Monte Argentario - Grosseto - Italy

This 8 day-program is designed for
people interested in applying NVC (Nonviolent Communication) values in education. We will practise creating learning
communities that cultivate mutual
respect, cooperation, compassionate
interactions and engaged learning. Come
and share, learn, contribute to a community of parents, teachers, educators,
counsellors practitioners and trainers!
In the two seminars we will practise to be
a role model for clear communication one of our most important life skills. Learning to listen, learning to speak up for
what you need and want, making clear
requests, verbalise your dreams, learning
from your mistakes without losing self-respect… all helpful skills when forming a
life-enriching learning atmosphere and
guiding basic democracy.
As a participant, you will join a team of
experienced trainers dedicated to cultivating NVC in the field of education.

Vision for NVC in Education:
To support youth in developing the
understanding and skills necessary to
be wise members of a global community and co-creators of a peaceful,
just and sustainable world.

Some themes that we will attend to:
� Deepen the understanding of what Marshall
Rosenberg called “mutual education.”
� Co-create a safe and supportive learning
environment
� Making and breaking rules with care
� Balance between clear leadership and
taking children´s point of view into account
� Resolve conflicts and prevent or de-escalate violence
� Daily life mediation with young people
� Support children to be motivated by their
eagerness to learn
� Learn from experiences of NVC projects in
schools – key factors and conditions for
sustainability.

